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PAROLED

079864 DURAND THOMAS R

DOB: 01/28/1970 - PAROLED

The Board votes to parole Mr. Durand in December 2016 to

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx. Parole is contingent upon Mr. Durand remaining
booking free and remaining in any program and educational
course in which he is currently enrolled. During any period
he becomes unemployed, he must actively work with his
parole officer to perform up to twenty hours weekly of

community service. (GTD:10/23/17) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-PRESENT: Almeida, Armesto, DeLosSantos

142413 TAVARES NYKLAS R

DOB: 07/18/1991 - PAROLED

The Board votes to parole Mr. Tavares in December 2016 to a

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. We wish him well. Parole is contingent
upon Mr. Tavares remaining in any program or educational
course in which he is currently enrolled. During any period
he becomes unemployed, he must actively work with his
parole officer to perform up to twenty hours weekly of
community service. (GTD:7/5/17) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Present; Almeida, Armesto, DeLosSantos

121284 VEGA FRANCISCO J

DOB: 03/27/1985 - PAROLED

After discussion with Mr. Vega and review of his record the
Board affirms the decision to parole him. Conditions of
parole will include parole xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx

in

December

2016

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx as needed for the duration of parole. This

is with GPS for six months. Mr. Vega must actively engage
in job training/job search and provide weekly logs to his
parole officer with the goal of obtaining a job within the
first thirty days. If he does not obtain a job the Parole
Chairperson should be immediately notified. Parole is
contingent upon Mr. Vega remaining booking free and
remaining in any program or educational course in which he
is currently enrolled. During any period he becomes
unemployed, he must actively work with his parole officer
to perform up to twenty hours weekly of community service.
(GTD: 5/28/29 ) MAXIMUM VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present:
Pisaturo,
Armesto, DeLosSantos
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DENIED

542725 CABLE WALLACE J

DOB: 08/17/1985 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal

history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole. The reason for the denial is to parole Mr.
Cable at this time would depreciate the seriousness of his
offense and foster disrespect for the law. Additionally
this is his third incarceration and Mr. Cable appears
before the Board with very limited insight into the nature
and extent of his criminal activity and his inability to
remain at liberty without reoffending. We will see him
again in one year.(GTD:7/11/19) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Present; Almeida, Armesto, DeLosSantos

070949 CONINGFORD JAMES D

DOB: 04/12/1967 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole. The reason for the denial is the Board would
like to see Mr. Coningford xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx so that we can more fully and adequately
determine his status for parole purposes. In addition it
should be noted xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. We will see him
in two years (11/2018). (GTD:7/29/20) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Almeida, Armesto, DeLosSantos

105916 DAVIS JOHN T

DOB: 06/23/1962 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole. This is not Mr. Davis' first incarceration
or appearance before the Parole Board and he is now in his
fifties and has absolutely no insight into his criminal
behavior, the causes and the effects. The Board feels to
parole him at this would depreciate the seriousness of his
offense and his criminal record and further would foster
disrespect for the law. He will flatten his sentence.
(GTD:1/15/17) MEDIUM VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present: Almeida,
Armesto, DeLosSantos

143628 GONZALEZ ANGEL D

DOB: 04/10/1993 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
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assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board commends
Mr.

Gonzalez

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx to date. The nature and seriousness of the
offense, including the use of a firearm and acting in
concert with others compels against parole at this time as
paroling him would depreciate the seriousness of his
offense and believe he should more time. We will reconsider
him in six months (5/2017). (GTD:10/25/25) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Present; Pisaturo, Armesto, DeLosSantos

150369 LASORSA NICHOLAS

DOB: 04/25/1989 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole. The board believes that to parole Mr. Lasorsa
at this time would depreciate the seriousness of the
offense and foster disrespect for the law. The Board is
cognizant of the loss of human life and the impact as well
on the victim's family. The Board would like to take this
opportunity to commend Mr. Lasorsa for the work he has done
in respect to taking responsibility for his actions and
addressing those underlying issues so that this sort of
behavior does not occur in the future and so he will not be

a further risk to public health and safety. The Board will
see Mr. Lasorsa in two years (11/2018). (GTD:6/14/20)
MEDIUM VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present: Almeida, Armesto,
DeLosSantos

531888 LEEMAN CHRISTOPHER D

DOB: 07/18/1978 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board commends
Mr.

Leeman

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx. However, in light of the nature and seriousness of
his offense as reflected in the use of force/weapon and
serious injury to the victim as well as xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx the
Board
denies parole at this time. We cannot state that Mr. Leeman
can remain at liberty without violating the law and to
parole him now would undermine the seriousness of his
offense. We will reconsider him in eighteen months (5/2018)
and refer him to anger management and victim impact
programming.

(GTD:8/19/21)

UNANIMOUS-Present:
Pisaturo, Armesto, DeLosSantos

MEDIUM

VOTE:

151833 MARTIN THOMAS M

DOB: 01/02/1992 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
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assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole at this time with a reconsideration date of May
2017. In light of the very serious nature of the offense
including victimization of an innocent person and use of a
weapon as well as conspiracy the Board believes that to
parole him at this stage would depreciate the seriousness
of his offense. In addition Mr. Martin xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. The
Board
refers him to programming to same. (GTD:5/4/18) MEDIUM
VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present; Pisaturo, Armesto, DeLosSantos

093413 MEDEIROS JOSEPH S JR

DOB: 01/25/1970 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. Mr. Medeiros is not

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Given the repetitive nature of
his offenses and the repeat victimization of diverse
victims the Board votes to deny parole. To parole him under
these circumstances would not only depreciate the
seriousness of his offense and promote disrespect for the
law, but we cannot state that he can remain at liberty
without violating the law. We will reconsider him in six
years (11/2022). For any serious consideration of parole
Mr.

Medeiros

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx.(GTD:11/27/33 ) MEDIUM VOTE; UNANIMOUS-Present:
Pisaturo, Armesto, DeLosSantos

118449 MILTON JOSHUA I

DOB: 01/30/1982 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole in light of the repetitive nature of Mr.
Milton's offense and his criminal history to parole him at
this stage would promote disrespect for the law. However,
we will reconsider him in three months (2/2017) after he
has

served

more

time

and

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and also solidify a
proposed parole plan.(GTD:1/15/18 ) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Present; Pisaturo, Armestso, DeLosSantos

105202 MORALES VICTOR G

DOB: 07/29/1976 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
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assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole to Mr. Morales based on the serious and
repetitive nature of the offense and his criminal history
which includes a prior armed robbery. He has victimized
multiple diverse individuals and the Board believes that he
should serve additional time. To parole him would not only
undermine the seriousness of his crime but promote
disrespect for the law. We will reconsider him in three
years. (11/2019) MEDIUM VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present; Pisaturo,
Armesto, DeLosSantos

149139 OCONNELL RICHARD P

DOB: 10/30/1957 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole at this time but will reconsider Mr. Oconnell
in one year.(11/2017). The basis for the denial is the
nature and seriousness of the offense. In addition Mr.
Oconnell

is

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. (GTD:10/10/19)
MEDIUM
VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present: Pisaturo, Armesto, DeLosSantos

142870 SANTOS JASON A

DOB: 08/07/1991 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole based on the serious nature of his offense
including the use of a weapon and conspiracy with others as
well

as

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Mr. Santos needs to establish with the Board
that he is serious about changing his criminal lifestyle
and criminal thinking. We believe that to parole him at
this stage would depreciate the seriousness of his offense
and promote disrespect for the law. We will reconsider him
in

twelve

months

(11/2017).

We

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx.(GTD:3/9/23)MAXIMUM
UNANIMOUS-Present;
Pisaturo, Armesto, DeLosSantos

VOTE:

140696 VASQUEZ ISRAEL

DOB: 10/06/1966 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole. The reason for the denial is to parole Mr.
Vasquez at this time would depreciate the seriousness of
his offense and foster disrespect for the law. We encourage
him
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. We will see him again in
eighteen months (May 2018). (GTD:10/12/19) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Almeida, Armesto, DeLosSantos

129048 VENTURA WILSON

DOB: 12/03/1986 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole. The reason for the denial is this is Mr.
Ventura's seventh bid in the Adult Correctional Institution
and when he appeared before the Board today he displayed
absolutely no insight into the nature and extent of his
criminal activity and the impact on himself and others.
Also, very disturbing to the Board is that this is his
second incarceration for possession of a firearm. We feel
to parole him at this time would foster disrespect for the
law. We will see him again in one year (11/2017). (GTD:
2/7/19) MEDIUM VOTE: UNANIMOUS-Present; Almeida,
Armesto,
DeLosSantos

529281 WASHINGTON JESSE R

DOB: 08/18/1980 - DENIED

The Board considered information reflecting both static and
dynamic indicators including, but not limited to, criminal
history, police reports(s), institutional record, risk
assessment(s) and parole plan/request. The Board votes to
deny parole. The reason for the denial is Mr. Washington
has an extensive criminal record and has not taken
appropriate steps xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx as they

pertain to his criminal behavior. Additionally he lacks
complete insight xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and
his
criminal behavior. He will flatten his sentence without
reconsideration

and

should

be

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
consultation with his counselors. (GTD:6/1/17) MEDIUM VOTE:
UNANIMOUS-Present; Almeida, Armesto, DeLosSantos

